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Craig Pirrong commented on the supposed crackdown on the supposed gasoline 
price manipulation.  
Yesterday Obama delivered another of his it-must-have-been-some-other-body-it-wasn’t-me (h/t 
Chuck Berry) speeches on energy.  And, true to form, he delivered another clarion call to round 
up the usual suspects: evil speculators, whom he confabulates manipulators with speculators. 
 (And I am being generous, because confabulation is inadvertent, whereas I Obama’s slander is 
almost certainly deliberate): ... 
  
... He used the word “manipulate” or “manipulation” 11 times in his relatively brief remarks.  In 
typically dishonest fashion, he isn’t responding to specific, credible evidence of manipulation; he 
provides no evidence that manipulation is rampant or is at all responsible for current price 
levels.  Hell, he can’t even come up with a current example, having to reach back more than a 
decade to Enron (itself a dubious example).  He merely insinuates and implies.  But the average 
listener or reader will conclude from his remarks that manipulation is causing their pain at the 
pump.  Rather than encouraging a sober and realistic appraisal of the role of speculative trading 
in energy, he is feeding suspicions and encouraging a witch hunt. 

Moreover, note the repeated and casual identification of manipulation and speculation.  This is 
itself a manipulative use of language.  Manipulation is not even a proper subset of speculation: 
hedgers can be some of the most dangerous manipulators.  It further encourages the popular 
suspicion that financial trading in commodity markets is inherently dishonest and crooked. ... 

  
  
Washington Post editors were not impressed either.  
President Obama is fond of saying that there is no silver bullet to bringing down gasoline prices. 
On Tuesday, however, he went into the silver bullet business. 
  
  
Yet another Obama insult to Great Britain. He doesn't have the courage to do this 
directly, so he indulges in the passive aggressive use of the Argentinean word for the 
Falklands. Andrew Malcolm has the story.  
OK, picture this: President George W. Bush, he of the cast-iron Texas tongue, at a news 
conference concluding an international summit.  

He's asked about a dispute involving Argentina and Great Britain, our closest overseas ally, the 
one that's lost 408 soldiers by our side in Afghanistan, where we've fought a decade together to 
prevent a second 9/11. 

In his answer, Bush refers to the disputed territory by the wrong name, misplacing the islands by 
some 8,000 miles. Worse than his geographic ignorance, instead of backing Britain, whose 
prime minister he just buddy-buddied at an NCAA game and White House state dinner, Bush 
says, Well, that's not really something he thinks the United States would take sides on. 



Britain? 

Or Argentina? 

Seriously?  

Do you think there might be some prolonged outraged news coverage back home about the 
latest Bush blunder, this time a two-fer? 

Well, Bush never did that. But Barack Obama did last weekend.  

We've seen ample coverage of the Colombian prostitute situation since. But have you been 
impressed by the media mockings of this latest international stupidity by the 44th United States 
president, who's previously talked about such things as the Austrian language, the president of 
Canada, E Pluribus Unum the national motto and traveling all 57 states? ... 

... Apparently in the Colombian news conference Obama was seeking to use the Spanish term 
Malvinas for the islands, as Argentina prefers. Instead, he said Maldives, which are islands off 
India. But the attempted use of Argentina's name over Britain's and Obama's support 
for bilateral negotiations about what London regards as a closed matter is prompting strong 
feelings across the pond. 

Nile Gardiner wrote this week in Britain's Telegraph: 

"A stance of 'neutrality' is an act of cowardice by Barack Obama in the face of Latin American 
pressure, and another slap in the face for Britain." He refers to widespread suspicions in the 
U.K. that as the son of a Kenyan socialist, Obama harbors ill feelings toward that country's 
former colonial ruler. ... 

  
  
Toby Harnden has fun with the Maldives slip.  
President Barack Obama managed to commit two major gaffes in a single sentence by 
attempting to refer to the Falkland Islands as the Malvinas while instead calling them the 
Maldives, which are 8,123 miles away. 

Mr Obama was speaking at a joint press conference with President Juan Manuel Santos of 
Colombia at the Summit of the Americas in Cartagena, Colombia, on Sunday when he was 
asked about 'Cuba and the Malvinas'. 

The American president attempted to use the Spanish word for the Falklands – a snub to Britain 
– but managed to botch it by instead referring to the Maldives, a group of atolls to the south of 
India. ... 

  
  
 
 



Chris Cillizza with an interesting chart about public perceptions of the Supreme 
Court.  
 ...A majority of people don’t know the name of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. More 
frightening? Eight percent named Thurgood Marshall, who not only was never the Chief Justice 
but also died in 1993. And let’s not even talk about the four percent who think Harry Reid, a 
Senator not a member of the Supreme Court, is the Chief Justice. ... 
  
  
If you are smart and ignore the news, you might have missed the major chuckle over 
dogs. You see, years ago the Romney family went on vacation carrying their dog on 
the roof of the car. Bien pensants have been outraged everywhere. Gail Collins has 
mentioned the incident in 50 columns over the past four years. Turns out someone 
actually read one of Obama's two autobiographies and learned The One dined on 
dog when he lived in Indonesia. James Taranto gives us all the delectable delicious 
details.  
... In a more serious vein, Lincoln Mitchell of Columbia University's Harriman Institute writes at 
the Puffington Host: "For many voters, treating a dog this way is unimaginable and could only be 
done by somebody who has a problem empathizing with others." 

But then Jim Treacher, the Daily Caller's resident wag, picked up his dog-eared copy of 
"Dreams From My Father," Obama's 1995 autobiography, and sniffed out this passage from the 
second chapter. If Axelrod's tweet was a dog whistle, Treacher's post is a dinner bell: 

"With Lolo [Obama's stepfather], I learned how to eat small green chill peppers raw with dinner 
(plenty of rice), and, away from the dinner table, I was introduced to dog meat (tough), snake 
meat (tougher), and roasted grasshopper (crunchy). Like many Indonesians, Lolo followed a 
brand of Islam that could make room for the remnants of more ancient animist and Hindu faiths. 
He explained that a man took on the powers of whatever he ate: One day soon, he promised, he 
would bring home a piece of tiger meat for us to share." 

It reminds us of the conclusion of the sci-fi tale "A Boy and His Dog": "It's a cookbook." 

The jokes write themselves.  

#ObamaDogRecipes: Yorkshire terrier pudding, mutt chop, Pekingese duck, bichon frisee salad, 
beagle with cream cheese, pure bread. 

"So, Mr. President, where shall we go to eat?" "I know a great Spot." ... 

  
  
In another more serious vein, why has it taken so long for the main stream media to 
read Obama's book? Or, did they read it and were just continuing to cover for him? 
Tim Stanley asks the question in a London paper.  
... But the really big question here is why didn’t we know about this earlier? Like me, I’m sure 
many journalists just didn’t get far enough in to Dreams from My Father to spot the faux pas. If 
you could grind that book down and bottle it, you’d have a cure for insomnia. Couple it with a 
couple of grams of Edward Heath’s autobiography and you’ve got an elephant tranquilizer. 



But given the mainstream media’s intense study of Romney’s life and its constant regurgitation 
of its many errors, it’s odd that this shaggy dog story slipped through – especially given that 
Dreams from My Father has been gathering dust on the bookshelves since 1995. Where did it 
come from when it finally broke on Tuesday night? The Romney campaign and the conservative 
site Daily Caller. That’s right: Republicans have to break and publicise stories themselves if they 
want to get them heard. The mainstream media either ignores a lot of anti-Obama stuff or 
dismisses it as inconsequential. 

Maybe, as the Romney campaign suggests, this trading of dog anecdotes is just a silly 
distraction from the serious issues of jobs and healthcare. But while the economy is certainly 
struggling, all the media wants to talk about is character, character, character. On Monday, Ann 
Romney sat down to an interview with Diane Sawyer and what did they discuss? Seamus the 
dog. And what were all the headlines about following the discussion? Seamus the dog. This 
constant focus on trivialities might be more sufferable if it were at least balanced. But it’s always 
the conservatives who are repeatedly asked “What would you do if your son was gay?”, “What 
newspapers do you read?”, or “Why do you hate black people so much?” Yet Barack Obama – 
who went to the church of an anti-American radical loon, messes just about everything up and 
eats dogs – gets a free pass. 

  
Or course, there's a new website named Dogs Against Obama. Instead of the 
normal cartoons, we have many of their items.  
  
  

 
 
 

  
Streetwise Professor 
Speculation≠Manipulation* 
by Craig Pirrong 
  
Yesterday Obama delivered another of his it-must-have-been-some-other-body-it-wasn’t-me (h/t 
Chuck Berry) speeches on energy.  And, true to form, he delivered another clarion call to round 
up the usual suspects: evil speculators, whom he confabulates manipulators with speculators. 
 (And I am being generous, because confabulation is inadvertent, whereas I Obama’s slander is 
almost certainly deliberate): 

"That’s what’s happening right now.  It’s those global trends that are affecting gas prices.  So 
even as we’re tackling issues of supply and demand, even as we’re looking at the long-term in 
terms of how we can structurally make ourselves less reliant on foreign oil, we still need to work 
extra hard to protect consumers from factors that should not affect the price of a barrel of oil. 

That includes doing everything we can to ensure that an irresponsible few aren’t able to hurt 
consumers by illegally manipulating or rigging the energy markets for their own gain.  We can’t 
afford a situation where speculators artificially manipulate markets by buying up oil, creating the 
perception of a shortage, and driving prices higher — only to flip the oil for a quick profit.  We 
can’t afford a situation where some speculators can reap millions, while millions of American 
families get the short end of the stick.  That’s not the way the market should work.  And for 



anyone who thinks this cannot happen, just think back to how Enron traders manipulated the 
price of electricity to reap huge profits at everybody else’s expense. 

. . . . 

That includes doing everything we can to ensure that an irresponsible few aren’t able to hurt 
consumers by illegally manipulating or rigging the energy markets for their own gain.  We can’t 
afford a situation where speculators artificially manipulate markets by buying up oil, creating the 
perception of a shortage, and driving prices higher — only to flip the oil for a quick profit.  We 
can’t afford a situation where some speculators can reap millions, while millions of American 
families get the short end of the stick.  That’s not the way the market should work.  And for 
anyone who thinks this cannot happen, just think back to how Enron traders manipulated the 
price of electricity to reap huge profits at everybody else’s expense." 

He used the word “manipulate” or “manipulation” 11 times in his relatively brief remarks.  In 
typically dishonest fashion, he isn’t responding to specific, credible evidence of manipulation; he 
provides no evidence that manipulation is rampant or is at all responsible for current price 
levels.  Hell, he can’t even come up with a current example, having to reach back more than a 
decade to Enron (itself a dubious example).  He merely insinuates and implies.  But the average 
listener or reader will conclude from his remarks that manipulation is causing their pain at the 
pump.  Rather than encouraging a sober and realistic appraisal of the role of speculative trading 
in energy, he is feeding suspicions and encouraging a witch hunt. 

Moreover, note the repeated and casual identification of manipulation and speculation.  This is 
itself a manipulative use of language.  Manipulation is not even a proper subset of speculation: 
hedgers can be some of the most dangerous manipulators.  It further encourages the popular 
suspicion that financial trading in commodity markets is inherently dishonest and crooked. 

Insofar as concrete steps are concerned, he is demanding substantial increases in resources for 
the CFTC to oversee the energy markets and a substantial hike in the criminal and civil 
penalties for manipulation.  With respect to oversight, I’ve said more times that I should have to 
that the undetected manipulation is the unsuccessful manipulation.  If manipulation distorts 
prices, that distortion will be manifest.  Moreover, those harmed by the manipulation have every 
incentive to bring the manipulation to the attention of the regulators.  The idea that manipulation 
is rife and is having huge impacts on prices, but it is necessary to surveil the markets intrusively 
using “modern tools” to find it is an oxymoron.  Which means that greater penalties imposed ex 
post are defensible. 

It doesn’t inspire confidence that Obama justifies the greater CFTC resources by quoting 
another of GiGi’s inane metaphors. 

The other major concrete step is to give the CFTC authority over margins for energy derivatives. 
 This is another hardy perennial: similar proposals were made with respect to stock index 
futures in the aftermath of the 1987 Crash. 

Obama’s justification for this is risible: “Congress should give the agency responsible for 
overseeing oil markets new authority to protect against volatility and excess speculation by 
making sure that traders can post appropriate margins, which simply means that they actually 
have the money to make good on their trades.”  So which is it? Are margins to ensure contract 



performance, or are they to reduce volatility and excess speculation?  If the former, there is zero 
evidence that CME Group or ICE or OTC market participants aren’t charging margins that are 
sufficiently high to control efficiently counterparty risk.  If the latter, there is (a) no evidence that 
there is excess speculation in energy, or that it is elevating volatility, and (b) no evidence that 
tweaking margins will have any impact on volatility.  Indeed, hiking margins can raise volatility 
by reducing the amount of speculative capital available to absorb fluctuations in hedging 
demand. 

In sum, the parts of Obama’s markets aimed at speculator-manipulators are intellectually 
confused, empirically baseless, and deeply irresponsible because they encourage a witch hunt 
atmosphere by slandering (by slimy insinuations) legitimate market actors as criminal 
manipulators. 

Well played.  Because of all the practice, no doubt. 

A few other things stand out.  First, he repeats the “we use more than 20 percent of the world’s 
oil and we only have 2 percent of the world’s proven oil reserves” mantra.  Hell, even he admits 
he says this repeatedly: “But as I’ve said repeatedly.”  Repetition of a dubious factoid does not 
make the conclusion it is intended to support true. Indeed, that’s a staple of the Big Lie. 

Second, he continues to take credit for increased US oil output when in fact he and his 
administration don’t have a damn thing to do with it, except that it could have been higher yet 
without some of their counterproductive policies. 

Third, take a look at this remark: “We’ve added enough new oil and gas pipeline to circle the 
Earth and then some.”  To which my first response is:  What do you mean “we” kimosabe? 
Again, a guy who has never done anything that would risk getting a callous taking credit for the 
actions of those that actually put hands to shovel and made some truly shovel ready projects 
realities.  Moreover, it raises the question: if building so much pipeline capacity is such a great 
thing, why is he doing everything in his power to stall or stop Keystone?  Is that uniquely 
damaging? (To the environment, I mean, not to the fortunes of Buffett’s BNSF.) 

A rule of thumb to keep in mind.  Whenever Obama talks about energy generally, and 
speculation specifically, it is safe to conclude you are being manipulated: that’s not at all 
speculative. 

Washington Post Editorial 
Obama’s gas ‘crackdown’ will do little to lower prices 

PRESIDENT OBAMA is fond of saying that there is no silver bullet to bringing down gasoline 
prices. On Tuesday, however, he went into the silver bullet business. 

With gas prices high and an election looming, the president announced a very public 
“crackdown” on “those who manipulate the market for private gain at the expense of millions of 
working families.” He asked Congress to spend $52 million on more oversight, to allow 
regulators to set higher capital requirements in oil markets, and to mandate a few other steps. 
Many of the policies Mr. Obama proposed are fine — technology upgrades at the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), for example. Yet the administration can’t offer any 
satisfying explanation for why they are so necessary as to require emergency congressional 



action. The only emergency seems to be a mindless election-year war over who’s to blame for 
sustained high gas prices — a question for which Mr. Obama himself has repeatedly given the 
most reasonable answer: those shadowy actors called supply and demand.  

The White House insisted Tuesday that high volume and volatility in oil markets suggest that 
regulators need more tools to monitor and control them. But a senior administration official 
deflected questions about whether regulators have detected any hint of manipulation and would 
not give an example of the sort of rigging the president suspected regulators might find with 
more resources. The official instead repeatedly pointed to Enron — a scandal involving 
electricity, not oil, markets. So the argument boils down to: “Maybe the CFTC will find 
something, we don’t really know what.” 

No one should imagine that this will help much at the pump, no matter how much the White 
House talks of the urgent imperative to protect vulnerable consumers. America, after all, has 
been down the blame-price-manipulators road before. In 2006, President Bush ordered an 
investigation into gas-price gouging that had trouble finding even credible complaints of price 
manipulation. In 2008, the CFTC found that speculation wasn’t systematically driving gas-price 
increases.  

Recent history shows that gas prices over time depend on a range of factors, predominantly 
supply and demand fundamentals, that the U.S. government can’t easily control. And even if 
bona fide Wall Street manipulation were a primary force moving prices, The Post’s Brad Plumer 
points out, the United States alone can’t police the world market. As the president has said, the 
real answer is not to give voters hope in false solutions — which Mr. Obama’s rhetoric Tuesday 
can’t help but do — but to slowly but surely get America off oil.  

Investors.com 
What's with Obama? His Falklands gaffe angers Brits, puzzles others 
by Andrew Malcolm  
  

 



OK, picture this: President George W. Bush, he of the cast-iron Texas tongue, at a news 
conference concluding an international summit.  

He's asked about a dispute involving Argentina and Great Britain, our closest overseas ally, the 
one that's lost 408 soldiers by our side in Afghanistan, where we've fought a decade together to 
prevent a second 9/11. 

In his answer, Bush refers to the disputed territory by the wrong name, misplacing the islands by 
some 8,000 miles. Worse than his geographic ignorance, instead of backing Britain, whose 
prime minister he just buddy-buddied at an NCAA game and White House state dinner, Bush 
says, Well, that's not really something he thinks the United States would take sides on. 

Britain? 

Or Argentina? 

Seriously?  

Do you think there might be some prolonged outraged news coverage back home about the 
latest Bush blunder, this time a two-fer? 

Well, Bush never did that. But Barack Obama did last weekend.  

We've seen ample coverage of the Colombian prostitute situation since. But have you been 
impressed by the media mockings of this latest international stupidity by the 44th United States 
president, who's previously talked about such things as the Austrian language, the president of 
Canada, E Pluribus Unum the national motto and traveling all 57 states? 

Neither have we.  

“We’re going to remain neutral,” Obama said at a news conference with President Juan Manuel 
Santos at the Summit of the Americas in Cartagena, Colombia. “This is not something that we 
typically intervene in.” 

Oh really? Except the United States did intervene in the very same dispute back in 1982, when 
Obama was almost 21, long after his Indonesian childhood. Back then, Argentina invaded the 
British overseas territory of the Falkland Islands in the South Atlantic. 

Britain under Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher mustered the fleet, which sailed down there and 
ousted the invaders at the cost of more than 200 troops' lives. The United States under 
President Ronald Reagan, Obama's oft-cited role model, provided some missiles and, shall we 
say, useful intelligence to the Brits, who sank Argentina's battleship. Such encouragement via 
torpedo prompted that nation to keep its navy in port for the duration. 

The territorial issue remains settled. But President Cristina Kirchner has revived it and sought a 
mention in the summit communique. A dispute over also including Cuba caused there not to be 
one at all. 



But what gives with the one-time Real Good Talker? Obama's been talking through his hat 
about legislation to make tax rates "fair" by socking the rich some more, which regular taxpayers 
rightly read as his foot in the door to sock them later.  

(Perhaps somebody remembers that when the current U.S. income tax began in 1913, the top 
rate was 6%. Within five years under a Democrat president it was 77%.) 

As Obama well knew throughout his Buffet rule mini-campaign, the plan went down to easy 
defeat in the Democrat-controlled Senate, which previously also overwhelmingly canned 
Obama's own budget, as well as the House Republican budget. 

Obama warned the Supreme Court against doing its job as an equal branch of government as if, 
as a former university constitutional law lecturer, he never heard of Marbury v Madison and 209 
years of judicial review.  

He's been caught whispering with Russian president Dmitri Medvedev about implied back-door 
defense deals if the Kremlin will lay off him until he acquires four more years of unfettered rule. 

Have all these recent embarrassments and setbacks frazzled him so soon in this general 
election campaign? The war on women meme that exploded in his campaign's face when Dem 
operative Hilary Rosen went after Ann Romney. The GSA Vegas spending scandal, which 
worsens by the day.  

The festering Fast and Furious scandal selling guns to drug runners across the still porous 
Mexican border. The Solyndras. Three-out-of-four Americans still believe the Obama recession 
continues.  

A seemingly incoherent Obama aide David Axelrod appears to agree with Mitt Romney's doubts 
over continuing down this current administration's path. Gallup's first general election tracking 
poll shows a Romney lead. 

Apparently in the Colombian news conference Obama was seeking to use the Spanish term 
Malvinas for the islands, as Argentina prefers. Instead, he said Maldives, which are islands off 
India. But the attempted use of Argentina's name over Britain's and Obama's support 
for bilateral negotiations about what London regards as a closed matter is prompting strong 
feelings across the pond. 

Nile Gardiner wrote this week in Britain's Telegraph: 

"A stance of 'neutrality' is an act of cowardice by Barack Obama in the face of Latin American 
pressure, and another slap in the face for Britain." He refers to widespread suspicions in the 
U.K. that as the son of a Kenyan socialist, Obama harbors ill feelings toward that country's 
former colonial ruler. 

Toby Harnden of the Mail Online puts it even more succinctly. "What a way to treat the foremost 
ally of the United States." 

  
  



Daily Mail 
Barack Obama tries to refer to the Falklands as the Malvinas... but instead calls 
them the Maldives 
by Toby Harnden 

President Barack Obama managed to commit two major gaffes in a single sentence by 
attempting to refer to the Falkland Islands as the Malvinas while instead calling them the 
Maldives, which are 8,123 miles away. 

Mr Obama was speaking at a joint press conference with President Juan Manuel Santos of 
Colombia at the Summit of the Americas in Cartagena, Colombia, on Sunday when he was 
asked about 'Cuba and the Malvinas'. 

The American president attempted to use the Spanish word for the Falklands – a snub to Britain 
– but managed to botch it by instead referring to the Maldives, a group of atolls to the south of 
India. 

'And in terms of the Maldives or the Falklands, whatever your preferred term, our position on this 
is that we are going to remain neutral. We have good relations with both Argentina and Great 
Britain, and we are looking forward to them being able to continue to dialogue on this issue. But 
this is not something that we typically intervene in.' 

The Falkland Islands are a British Overseas Territory. Exactly 30 years ago, a British task force 
was en route to retake the islands after they had been invaded by Argentina. The death toll in 
the war included 255 British troops. 

 

President Cristina Kirchner of Argentina renewed her country's sovereignty claim to the 
Falklands in advance of the 30th anniversary of the Argentine invasion of the islands on April 2 
1982.  

Although the Reagan administration was initially ambivalent about its support for Britain over the 
Falklands, it later provided crucial military assistance. 

The British position is that there is nothing to discuss because the sovereignty of the islands is 
not negotiable. 

But the Obama administration has remained studiously neutral, calling for talks between Britain 
and Argentina. 

This stance has angered American conservatives, who view Mr Obama’s stance as undermining 
the 'special relationship' between Britain and the US. 

Writing in 'Commentary' magazine, Michael Rubin, a former Bush administration official, said: 
'Alas, there is a thin line between neutrality and moral equivalence.  

'The fact of the matter is that the islands are British, the people residing on the islands are 
British, and every time anyone has bothered to ask the residents of the Falkland Islands, they 



have expressed an overwhelming desire to remain fully British. The problem with neutrality is 
that it legitimises outrageous claims.'  

He added that Mr Obama was 'fanning the flames of conflict, allowing rhetorical momentum to 
build' perhaps to the point at which Argentina might believe it had nothing to lose by mounting 
another invasion. 

  
  
Washington Post 
The most amazing Supreme Court chart. Maybe ever.  
by Chris Cillizza 

While browsing around the Pew polling site this morning — and, yes, we do a fair amount of that 
— we came across a chart on the Supreme Court that reminded us, for the billionth time, that 
assuming the average person follows the back and forth of Washington as closely as we do is a 
major mistake. 

Without further ado, here’s the chart: 

           

So, yeah.   

Yes, the data is from the summer of 2010, which is almost two years ago now. And yes, with the 
Court more front and center in the news — Citizens United, health care — of late, it’s possible 
those able to name John Roberts as the Chief Justice may be slightly higher today. But, only 
slightly. 

What the above chart proves is that analysis about how what the Court does — whether it’s 
what they have already done on Citizens United or what they might do with the Affordable Care 
Act — will impact the political landscape amounts to something close to a guessing game. 



Regular people are simply not engaged — they don’t know or care — about the intricacies of the 
government in a way that people who live inside the Beltway and spend their lives in politics are.  

It’s a lesson we have to re-learn constantly. 

  
  
WSJ 
Bam Bites Dog  
The political perils of personal attacks. 
by James Taranto 

One time Barack Obama went to an Indian restaurant and ordered the lassi. Was he ever 
disappointed when the waiter brought him a yogurt drink! 

We'll be here all week. But seriously, folks, we have a man-bites-dog story for you today. 

First, some background. Last week Byron York of the Washington Examiner reported that "some 
Obama staffers are reportedly obsessing over a nearly 30-year-old story about [Mitt] Romney's 
dog": 

In 1983, Romney took his family on vacation and, faced with a packed station wagon, put his 
Irish setter Seamus in a travel kennel strapped to the roof of the car. Romney constructed a 
special windshield in an effort to make the dog more comfortable, but Seamus ended up 
relieving himself on the roof, which reportedly caused much consternation among the Romney 
boys. Ever since the story got out--it was reported by the Boston Globe in 2007, during 
Romney's first run for president--Romney opponents have used it in semi-serious and 
sometimes fully serious ways to portray him as insensitive. 

"I have heard, in focus groups, the dog story totally tanks Mitt Romney's approval rating," Chris 
Hayes said on his MSNBC show. The Washington Post reported last month that the Seamus 
story "is ballooning into a narrative of epic proportions": 

Late-night host David Letterman has been giving the dog near-nightly shout-outs. There are 
parody Web videos, "Dogs Aren't Luggage" T-shirts and Facebook groups. ("Dogs Against 
Romney," which protested outside last month's Westminster dog show, has more than 38,000 
Facebook fans.) The New Yorker featured a cartoon, with Rick Santorum riding in Romney's 
rooftop dog carrier, on its cover last week. In the five years since the story was revealed, New 
York Times columnist Gail Collins has mentioned Seamus in at least 50 columns. 

In January Obama adviser David Axelrod--not to be confused with Axelrod, the Flying A Dog--
blew a dog whistle. He tweeted a photo of the president with Bo, the White House canine, in 
what appears to be the back seat of a limousine. Axelrod's comment: "How loving owners 
transport their dogs." 

In a more serious vein, Lincoln Mitchell of Columbia University's Harriman Institute writes at the 
Puffington Host: "For many voters, treating a dog this way is unimaginable and could only be 
done by somebody who has a problem empathizing with others." 



But then Jim Treacher, the Daily Caller's resident wag, picked up his dog-eared copy of 
"Dreams From My Father," Obama's 1995 autobiography, and sniffed out this passage from the 
second chapter. If Axelrod's tweet was a dog whistle, Treacher's post is a dinner bell: 

"With Lolo [Obama's stepfather], I learned how to eat small green chill peppers raw with dinner 
(plenty of rice), and, away from the dinner table, I was introduced to dog meat (tough), snake 
meat (tougher), and roasted grasshopper (crunchy). Like many Indonesians, Lolo followed a 
brand of Islam that could make room for the remnants of more ancient animist and Hindu faiths. 
He explained that a man took on the powers of whatever he ate: One day soon, he promised, he 
would bring home a piece of tiger meat for us to share." 

It reminds us of the conclusion of the sci-fi tale "A Boy and His Dog": "It's a cookbook." 

The jokes write themselves.  

#ObamaDogRecipes: Yorkshire terrier pudding, mutt chop, Pekingese duck, bichon frisee salad, 
beagle with cream cheese, pure bread. 

"So, Mr. President, where shall we go to eat?" "I know a great Spot." 

If you want a friend in Washington, don't eat him (credit to Jim Geraghty). 

Happiness is a warm puppy, with a side of fries. 

Obama's favorite fast-food joint? Checkers (Patrick Daly). 

I wouldn't vote for that guy for dogcatcher. 

Did you hear about the insomniac polyphagiac president? He lies awake at night wondering if 
there is a dog. 

      

Romney aide Erich Fehrnstrom got into the act last night, retweeting Axelrod's Obama-Bo 
snapshot from January with the comment: "In retrospect, a chilling photo." That may be the 
wrong adjective, since it doesn't appear to have been taken in a refrigerated truck. Obama really 
spoils that dog. 

Almost as funny as the jokes at Obama's expense have been the discomfited responses of 
Obama supporters who've been dining out for months on the Seamus story. "Had only just 
noticed new rightwing Obama is weirdo Muslim dog eater meme. Thk you twitter," tweeted 



TalkingPointsMemo's Josh Marshall last night. It doesn't seem to have occurred to Marshall that 
as dogs are haram, this should put to rest the Muslim rumors. 

Slate.com actually published a piece in defense of dog-eating--in January 2002. Talk about 
prescient. Meanwhile Mediaite quotes the founder of Dogs Against Romney: 

"It seems desperate for the Romney campaign to bring up something that happened to Obama 
when he was 10 years old, not preparing his own meals, in a country where eating dog meat 
probably isn't all that unusual as if it compares in any way to Romney, as a 36-year old adult, in 
America, making the conscious decision to strap his family pet to the roof of a car for a 12-hour 
drive, and leaving it up there even after it got sick." 
Scott Crider, who writes his site in the voice of a dog, Rusty, said Romney was "desperate to 
divert attention from what Romney did." 

That Obama was but a child is an entirely fair point. As National Review's Geraghty observes, "I 
doubt there are many Republicans or conservatives who are genuinely outraged or bothered" by 
it.  

Well, maybe bothered. Geraghty notes in a later post that Andrew Zimmern, a "professional 
bizarre-food eater," has tried dog twice in Vietnam and vows never to do so again: "We have a 
pug at home." Observes Geraghty: "The Zimmern comments do indicate just how alien and 
taboo this is in American culture; it is so forbidden that a man whose fame and fortune derive 
largely from an entertainment program about eating strange food in foreign locales will not eat 
this particular animal again." 

On the other hand, Obama was 33 when he published "Dreams From My Father," in which he 
recounted this tail--oops, tale--with no evident repugnance. Anyone who argues that the Lolo 
story is irrelevant while the Seamus one is fair game seems to us to be barking up the wrong 
tree. Geraghty closes his initial post on the subject with an astute observation: 

In 2008, John McCain's presidential campaign wouldn't have touched this anecdote with a ten-
foot pole. Between this and the Romney camp's rapid response to the [Hilary] Rosen comments, 
we are seeing a Republican presidential campaign that is exponentially faster on its feet and 
way more nimble than the previous general-election campaign against Obama. 

Part of the reason for that is in 2008 Obama didn't have a record to defend, so that he ran a 
campaign that was part hope-and-change and part an attack on the incumbent, who wasn't on 
the ballot. This time around, his campaign is nasty by necessity, which makes it vulnerable in 
new ways. As with the "war on women," this dog fight is a dispute that the Obama campaign 
started. 

Then again, somehow in 2008 the passage of "Dreams From My Father" that Treacher 
highlights escaped the notice of the watchdogs of the press, which is why it is news now, four 
years later and 17 years after publication. If a Republican turned out to have eaten dog meat as 
a child, the mainstream media's vetting would have included a visit to the veterinarian. 

  
  
 



Telegraph Blogs, UK 
Why did it take the mainstream media so long to discover that Barack Obama 
ate a dog?  
by Tim Stanley 

  
                                         Run, Bo, run! 

We all know the story of how Mitt Romney took his dog for a ride on top of his car. The 
Romneys were driving up to Canada for a family holiday, so they stored Seamus in a crate on 
the car roof. Understandably nervous, the poor pooch lost bowel control on the freeway and Mitt 
had to pull over and wash it all off with a hosepipe. Golly, I’ve written and read that story so 
many times I almost feel like I was there. You can buy t-shirts with slogans like “Mutts Against 
Mitt” and “Dogs Against Romney.” Whether Mitt wins this election or not, he’ll always be known 
as The Guy with a Dog on the Roof of his Car. Within fifty years “Romneyphobia” will become 
the technical term for a fear of low tunnels. 

The saga of Seamus is one of a number of negative stories that have bedeviled the candidate 
throughout the race – heavily promoted by the White House. It’s often been used by the 
mainstream media to confirm his “weirdo factor” and the impression that he just “doesn’t get 
ordinary people.” Hands up: I’ve used it many times myself. But on Tuesday an equally bizarre 
story broke that deserves just as much airtime – and I don’t know why it has taken so long to get 
some. For while Romney may have terrified a dog into soiling itself, Barack Obama has gone 
one step further. He’s actually eaten one. 

In his best-selling memoir, Dreams from My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance, Obama 
recalls being served dog meat with his stepfather Lolo. 

With Lolo, I learned how to eat small green chill peppers raw with dinner (plenty of rice), and, 
away from the dinner table, I was introduced to dog meat (tough), snake meat (tougher), and 
roasted grasshopper (crunchy) … Like many Indonesians, Lolo followed a brand of Islam that 
could make room for the remnants of more ancient animist and Hindu faiths. He explained that a 
man took on the powers of whatever he ate: One day soon, he promised, he would bring home 
a piece of tiger meat for us to share.” 



What the heck?! Like many Westerners, I regard dogs as a man’s best friend, ranking well 
above wives and children. The idea that a future President of the United States could calmly eat 
one is bad enough. That he would so casually record the incident in a memoir is even worse. 
What does this guy do in the next chapter? Go whaling? 

But the really big question here is why didn’t we know about this earlier? Like me, I’m sure many 
journalists just didn’t get far enough in to Dreams from My Father to spot the faux pas. If you 
could grind that book down and bottle it, you’d have a cure for insomnia. Couple it with a couple 
of grams of Edward Heath’s autobiography and you’ve got an elephant tranquilizer. 

But given the mainstream media’s intense study of Romney’s life and its constant regurgitation 
of its many errors, it’s odd that this shaggy dog story slipped through – especially given that 
Dreams from My Father has been gathering dust on the bookshelves since 1995. Where did it 
come from when it finally broke on Tuesday night? The Romney campaign and the conservative 
site Daily Caller. That’s right: Republicans have to break and publicise stories themselves if they 
want to get them heard. The mainstream media either ignores a lot of anti-Obama stuff or 
dismisses it as inconsequential. 

Maybe, as the Romney campaign suggests, this trading of dog anecdotes is just a silly 
distraction from the serious issues of jobs and healthcare. But while the economy is certainly 
struggling, all the media wants to talk about is character, character, character. On Monday, Ann 
Romney sat down to an interview with Diane Sawyer and what did they discuss? Seamus the 
dog. And what were all the headlines about following the discussion? Seamus the dog. This 
constant focus on trivialities might be more sufferable if it were at least balanced. But it’s always 
the conservatives who are repeatedly asked “What would you do if your son was gay?”, “What 
newspapers do you read?”, or “Why do you hate black people so much?” Yet Barack Obama – 
who went to the church of an anti-American radical loon, messes just about everything up and 
eats dogs – gets a free pass. 

  
  



 
  
  

 
  
  



 
  
  

 
  
  



 
  
  
  

 
  
  
  



 
  
  
  

 
  
  
  



 
  
  

 
  
 


